What’s on in Middelkerke!

What’s happening in Middelkerke during Corona?
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March 2020, our carefree life as we’ve known it for years came to an abrupt end.

Europe learnt to live with the Corona virus. New words in our vocabulary make daily life a challenge.
Lockdown, bubble ( the amount of people we can have contact with outside the immediate family). Hug
buddy ( the one person we are allowed to hug or kiss outside the immediate family). Quarantine. Keeping
our distance, wearing a mask & disinfecting our hands regularly are all introduced in a bid to help us
triumph over Corona. A year of countless adjustments, learning to live with new limitations & enjoying life
when & wherever possible.
For every one, employers & employees the work floor has become a challenge to adapt to the new measures.
Shops are closed, allowed to open again only to have to close again. Restaurants & cafes are closed.
Public performances & events have been adapted/cancelled. For many, working from home has become
the norm, the schools have closed & children are taught via internet.
Summer is coming and a few restrictions are being lifted.
2020 will remain a dark period in the memory of all who are involved in the tourist trade. Plans are made
only to be thrown out next day. But every now & again, plans come to fruition. Every successful event is
one to be savoured.

Middelkerke welcomes it’s guest with open arms. People discover in their limited circle how much our
town & surroundings has to offer. Cycling & hiking are the new norm.
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Enjoying the pleasures of the sea!
We won’t give up, discussing & planning. Looking to the future. What are the possibilities! The days &
weeks pass.
Yes, in September we were introduced to the new Casino project ( more about that in a following news
letter!)

The next day nature demonstrated it’s strength. The autumnal storm Odette dropped by.
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October, the Corona numbers increased, back in lockdown. Restaurants & cafes had to close yet again.
We enter the dark days of the year.
December is upon us, it’s not finished yet. But there is light in the darkness. The Middelkerke council has
created a magical sphere of light & music in the park. Everyone can enjoy this wonderful initiative. A
resounding success.
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Christmas & New Year as we’ve never experienced before, each household must celebrate without family
& friends. Difficult days for many.
January brings...

We begin with the distribution of vaccines, not a moment too soon.
Visiting family & friends, that is what we miss most of all. It is an economic disaster but the human aspect
has suffered most. Everyone knows some who has been affected, sick, even died. But we try to visit the
lonely, listening & helping where we can.
The eastern wind comes to Middelkerke, the temperature falls to minus 8, the winter king has Middelkerke
in his grip.
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But the February break arrives, the children reap the benefits & let us not forget Valentine.
We are prepared.

Keep safe & until next time.
Danny Deschagt
Photos: Luc Cassiman, Facebookpagina Bruisend Middelkerke
Translation: Maggie Wilkinson
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